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It’s Not Based on Science. Really. 
The notion of dominance in dogs stems from a misunderstanding of captive wolf pack research that was then 
applied to pet dogs. Unfortunately, the notion stuck. It was always likely to stick, because we humans  
organize ourselves in hierarchies so the idea seems utterly plausible to us. But even if the dominance  
principle applied to wolves—research now definitively shows it doesn’t—pet dogs are no more wolves than 
we are chimpanzees. 
 
It’s Not Helpful 
The term dominance is a label, not a solution. What’s more, it sets up a conflict. If I believe my dog to be 
dominant it follows that I must make him submit to me. This often results in an ongoing battle of wills that is 
unpleasant for both of us.  
 
A much more useful approach is to leave out labels altogether and simply describe what your dog is doing, 
decide what you want him to do instead, and then make a plan to help him change his behaviour.  
 
It’s a Non-Issue 
What is important is the good relationship between you and your dog, and getting training results that allow 
you to live harmoniously together. Good training sets the human and the dog up to both get what they want 
so everyone is happy. For example: 
  

• Reward behaviors you like. That will make them happen more often.  
• Ignore behaviors you don’t like. That will make them happen less often. 
• Practise your dog’s life and social skills frequently. Ask your dog to sit for doors to be opened, balls to be 

thrown, leashes to come off at the park, etc. This makes asking politely your dog’s main strategy for 
getting what he wants, instead of using pushy, unruly behaviour.  

 
With methods like these, everyone wins. You get a happy, well-behaved dog and your dog gets to chase balls, 
sniff other dogs, and eat treats, all of which are high on his list of priorities. 
 
For more information about the subject of dominance and why it does not apply to dogs, read Pat Miller’s 
article: Debunking the Alpha Dog Theory. 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

DEBUNKING DOMINANCE 
 

Training Tip: Choose your trainer carefully. The American Veterinary Society of Animal Behavior 
(AVSAB) recommends that veterinarians not refer clients to trainers or behaviour consultants who 
subscribe to dominance theories and confrontational training, but instead refer clients only to trainers 
who follow the scientifically based guidelines of positive reinforcement, classical and operant 
conditioning, desensitization, and counterconditioning.  
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Remember your dog does best when he feels safe and if what he does (which is also what you want  
him to do) works for him. Make sure both of these conditions are met and you’re on your way to not  
just training your dog, but building a wonderful relationship and partnership with him! 
 
 
Disclaimer: Animal behaviour is fluid and each dog’s training needs are specific to that individual.  
These training notes cannot guarantee results nor replace the need for a skilled trainer.  If you need help, please 
consult a credentialed, qualified force-free and fear-free training professional and/or behaviour consultant. 
 

Troubleshooting:  
• If during training, your dog appears bored, distracted, frustrated or anxious, you may be 

asking too much too soon. Lower your standards/ pass mark so you can praise and treat more 
often. Getting something right and being rewarded is fun for your dog and keeps him 
interested in the training. 

• Become an expert in reading your dog’s body language for signs of stress, arousal, anxiety or 
fear as these will impact your dog’s ability to learn at any given moment. Take appropriate 
steps to reduce stress, arousal, anxiety or fear for your dog.  

• Set up your dog to succeed: this is key to successful training. If you’re not getting the behavior 
you’re trying to teach, check the following:  
(a) are you too stingy in rewarding;  
(b) are you offering your dog high enough value rewards that he will work for;  
(c) have you set the pass mark too high;  
(d) are you clear in your training goal; 
(e) are you adding distractions too quickly into the training plan;  
(f)  is your training session too long – it’s better to have several short sessions  
than one long session; 
(g) is your dog stressed, aroused or somehow unable to cope with the current situation? 
 


